
FTC NCPW Tweets 
The following is a list of the tweets that the FTC sent out or retweeted from @USAgov during 
the actual live tweeting on March 7, 2012. Tweets remain available on the @FTC Twitter page.  
(Note, some of @FTC tweets differed from @USAgov’s answers since they were sharing 
resources of other agencies and not all questions answered by them were relevant to FTC 
resources.  

@USAgov: Q1: RT @  how do we know what the current scams are ? is there a link to a 
page somewhere this is updated? 

(In this question only we deviated from USA.gov’s answer and provided our own since there 
were countless resources we could have shared on this topic): 

@FTC: A1. See common scams in our Scam Watch: http://go.usa.gov/PYU plus our website in 
general: http://www.ftc.gov for consumer alerts. 

@USAgov: Q2: RT @ Why are shifty infomercials, ads for bogus "medical" products/scams 
still airing around the clock on USA TV? #NCPW 

@USAgov: A2: FTC has brought 100s of cases against bogus infomercial claims. If U C 
questionable claims, let us know: ftc.gov/complaint #NCPW 

@USAgov: Q3: RT @  Will you open an antitrust investigation of the BCS to protect 
the "Ultimate Consumer"? #NCPW attorneygeneral.utah.gov/cmsdocuments/b… 

@USAgov: A3: For your concerns, you can file a complaint with the @FTC: ftc.gov/complaint. 

@USAgov: Q4: RT @ Could the Bureau of Consumer Protection assist w/ Transparency 
Strategies to Reduce Land Use Consumption 4 land owners 

@USAgov: A4: We've addressed this land issue on our blog at go.usa.gov/PYo 

Q5 and A5: Question did not pertain to FTC, no FTC Tweets 

@USAgov: Q6: RT @ For"mail order" merch,are "auto-ship" rules being changed, 
i.e.,do sellers have to make more clear the rules? #NCPW 

@USAgov: A6: For more information on the Restore Online Shoppers Confidence Act that 
addresses this issue, visit go.usa.gov/PYu 

@USAgov: Q7: RT @ #NCPW what is burden of proof of deceptive business practice? 

@USAgov: A7: To learn more about the burden of proof in business practices, visit 
go.usa.gov/PYh 
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